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Gay and Lesbian Activists Alliance of Washington, DC
2012 Questionnaire for D.C. Council Candidates

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

1. ln the event of congressional action leading to a ballot initiative in the District that
would take away the civil marriage rights now enjoyed by same-sex couples, will you
oppose the initiative and willyou publicly defend civil marriage equality?

I am sure that those efforts would be unsuccessful. I will not support any
movement or proposed legislation/ballot initiative that will be discriminatory
against any individual. I will defend the righb of marriage for al!.

PUBLIC HEALTH

2. Will you support legislation giving the directors of the Office of GLBT Affairs and the
Otfice of African Affairs the authority to issue competitive grants as other minority
constituent offices have, that will be open to organizations serving the populations within
the offices'purview?

I am supportive of giving the office of LGBT affairs grant making authority. I am
supportive of increasing the budget for the office as well. I would be supportive of
funding a 5 year performance plan that has specific lgbt goals, community
outreach plan, etc.

3. Will you defend the District's hard-won and life-saving medical marijuana program
against attacks or fufther restrictions, whether from Congress, federal otficials or D.C.
officials?
I am supportive and work hard to defend the bill and make that protect our
residents who need to use medical marijuana.

4. Describe steps you will support to improve performance at the HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis,
STD, and TB Administration (HAHSTA), including in HIV prevention, HIV/AIDS
surveillance, and mental health services.

One _of the things that I did under my tenure as Chair of my ANC is ask DOW
HAHSTA to create 5 year aggressive campaign that has year by year measurable
outcomes and realistic goals that lead to not only increase in testing, but
campaigns that educate sexual active residents on the importance of safe sex.
We also ask them to do audits of all organizations that doing HIV/ AIDS outreach
and do a cost analysis to see how effective and efficient thole organizations are
running and not only meeting goals but outreach as well! I believe we must do
more in seeing that funding are going to non profits such as THE, The DC Genter
or Us Helping Us.
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PUBLIC SAFEW AND JUDICIARY

5. Will you press for increased oversight of the Metropolitan Police Department's
gathering and analysis of crime statistics to ensure greater comprehensiveness and
objectivity, including transgender-related hate crime data?

Yes

6. Will you support funding for MPD to hire or contract qualified trainers to provide
LGBT-inclusive cultural competency training including the handling of intimate partner
violence?

Not only will I do that. I would implement a task force consisting of key LGBT
leaders and MPDC that will be mandated within one year to create a
comprehensive strategic plan that reduces hate crimes that will have measurable
outcomes. I would support increasing the budget for MPDC so they can increase
the number of officers in the Gay & Lesbian Liaison Unit. Also require MPDC to
do public outreach and partner with the Office of LGBT Affairs to conduct
workshops, trainings, and more. I think we should encourage this sensitivity
training for all workers that may interact with members of the LGBT community.
We should use the office of LGBT affairs to reach out and to conduct these
sensitivity classes. For public employees such as those who work for DC Gov, I

encourage that it be a part of their employee training.

7. Will you oppose legislation to make permanent the so-called Prostitution-Free Zones
(PFZs), which facilitate anti-transgender profiling, and will you vote to repeal the current
PFZlaw?

I support keeping our residents safe! As someone who has worked for a LGBT
non profit, many transgender residents feel they can cannot get a job. We have
one of the strongest employment discrimination laws on the books. lf we work
harder on several fronts such as training our public workers as it relates to their
sensitively and education of the transgender community which in return will help
lower if not eliminate most work related discrimination. Strengthen our office on
human rights with the ability to make to make sanctions and increase their
budget to hire more staff who are trained in discrimination law. I will also create
legislation that requires all dc government employees be trained by the office of
LGBT affairs on LGBT culture sensitivity. Lastly, I would urge the LGBT office to
create a program that trains or give courses to private sector companies that
focus on LGBT sensitivity training. lf we had an office on human rights could
bring Sanctions against those who violate our Iaws, then we can move towards
making sure our transgender population can have access to quality jobs.
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8- Do you agree that the Director of the Office of Human Rights should be required to
have professionaltraining and experience in civil rights law enforcement?

Yes!

YOUTH AND SENIORS

9. Will you oppose both federal and local voucher programs that fund students in
religious schools that are beyond the protections of the D.C-. Human Rights Act?

Yes

10- Will you oppose the use of either federal or District taxpayer funds to promote
"abstinence only until marriage" sex education that undermines safer-sex progiams by
excluding more comprehensive information ?

Yes

11. Will you support legislation to ensure equal Medicaid spousal impoverishment
protections for same-sex partners, including providing local funding to pay for benefits
that are denied at the federal level due to the anti-gay Defense of Mirriage Act?

Yes

CONSUMERS AND BUSINESSES

12. Do you support the right of adults in the District to choose adult-oriented
entertainment for themselves, and the right of appropriately licensed and zoned
businesses to provide it, without excluding any ward?

Yes

13. Will you support legislation to curb abuses involving endless series of baseless
complaints to harass or extort bars and restaurants?

Yes

14' What will you do to provide alternatives to incarceration for marginalized and at,risk
populations like homeless youth and transgender people who resort to prostitution for
survival?
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I believe we need to do an assessment of LGBT social service organizations. We
need to strongly support those service organizations that are not only meeting
the needs of the LGBT community but doing so effectively and efficiently. During
these tough economic hardships, if we look thru the DC budget and can cut
waste and find extra dollars, then we can ensure programs like Us Helping Us or
D. Gaston - pg 4

Transgender Health Empowerment can have adequate funding to do work within
their respective LGBT communities. But I will be interested in making sure that
every human serviee agency be required to do outreach or give grants to LGBT
organizations so that we are reaching the masses and making this a one city
effort.

I will ensure that the DC Center can find a suitable building by working closely
with both the office of LGBT affairs and department of real estate services which
is now the department of general services to identity city own surplus that both
meet the needs of DC Center and put DC Center in direct access with those who
can be of greater help. lf need be, I will be supportive of a tax abatement that
would allow The Center to be able to save money from paying property taxes in
which those savings would help more residents who identify as LGBT get more
services. I will do the same for AIHE Wanda Alston House!

Your record is part of your rating. Please list any actions that you have taken that may
help illustrate your record on behalf of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people.

Your answers should be typed on separate paper rather than on this form. You must
sign your name on each answer sheet to indicate your personal commitment to your
answers.

Please return your signed questionnaire responses by Wednesday, February 15 to
GLAA, P.O. Box 75265, Washington, D.C.20013.

ln addition to sending your signed hard copy, please email a copy (in any major word
processor or text format) for loading on GLAA's website (www.glaa.org) to
equal @ glaa.org. Thank you.
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Please list any actions that you have taken that may help illustrate your record on behalf
of lesbian

I have attended in the past several Black and Capital Prides. Most recently, I enjoyed
Jennifer Holiday. I have been supportive of bridging the relationship of the LGBT youth
and straight communities. As ANC commissioner, I held the first ever ANC LGBT youth
town hal!. I have actually worked for THE The Wanda Alston House. I have attended the
Queer Prom and marched in Capital pride.


